Abstract. Motivated by the interest in models of the early universe where statistical isotropy is broken and can be revealed in cosmological observations, we consider an SU (2) theory of gauge interactions in a single scalar field inflationary scenario. We calculate the trispectrum of curvature perturbations, as a natural follow up to a previous paper of ours, where we studied the bispectrum in the same kind of models. The choice of a non-Abelian set-up turns out to be very convenient: on one hand, gauge boson self-interactions can be very interesting being responsible for extra non-trivial terms (naturally absent in the Abelian case) appearing in the cosmological correlation functions; on the other hand, its results can be easily reduced to the U (1) case. As expected from the presence of the vector bosons, preferred spatial directions arise and the trispectrum reveals anisotropic signatures. We evaluate its amplitude τ N L , which receives contributions both from scalar and vector fields, and verify that, in a large subset of its parameter space, the latter contributions can be larger than the former. We carry out a shape analysis of the trispectrum; in particular we discuss, with some examples, how the anisotropy parameters appearing in the analytic expression of the trispectrum can modulate its profile and we show that the amplitude of the anisotropic part of the trispectrum can be of the same order of magnitude as the isotropic part.
Introduction
The Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation is a window on the early universe physics [1] and represents a major object of the WMAP [2, 3, 4] and Planck mission [5] searches and of other future cosmological investigations. A powerful feature of the CMB is its degree of non-Gaussianity [6, 7] . A signal is considered Gaussian if the information it carries is completely encoded in the two-point correlation function, all higher order connected correlators being zero. Present measurements have already allowed to put interesting limits on the level of non-Gaussianity of the CMB, and the recently launched Planck satellite and future experiments are expected to provide either tighter constraints or possibly a detection of a primordial non-Gaussian signal. Many of the existing inflationary models are in excellent agreement with the CMB observations but differ from each other in terms of predicted amount of non-Gaussianity [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22] . If we want to be prepared for an accurate comparison with the data in the near future, it is therefore crucial to understand what the different models forecast in terms of non-Gaussianity. This translates into calculating three, four and higher-order correlation functions for the cosmological fluctuations.
In this paper, we focus on the trispectrum of curvature perturbations [23, 24, 25] . This has been calculated in several models, such as multifield slow-roll inflation [26, 27, 28, 29] , in the curvaton mechanism [30] , in theories with non-canonical kinetic terms both in single field [31, 32, 33, 34] and in the multifield case [36, 37] . ‡ We consider here another class of models, specifically those including primordial vector fields [13, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49] . The interest in these models finds its motivations, besides in the search for a strong non-Gaussian signature, also in the study of statistical anisotropy. In fact, several anomalies in the CMB data suggest signatures of statistical anisotropy breaking [50, 51, 52, 53, 54] . This unexpected feature could, among other ways, be explained with the existence of preferred spatial directions defined by some primordial vector fields, in models where they can somehow leave their imprints on the cosmological fluctuations. Recent works where two and three point functions of the curvature perturbation are computed in the presence of primordial vector fields include Refs. [46, 47, 48] , which consider a U(1) gauge theory and different specific models (vector inflation, vector curvaton, time-dependent gauge coupling models); Ref. [45] , which works in the Abelian case and for a model of hybrid inflation; a previous paper of us, [55] , where an SU(2) gauge theory is explored. The interest in extending the existing work to a non-Abelian case, was for us mostly driven by the possibility of new contributions to the correlation functions arising from self-interactions of the gauge fields in the Lagrangian. These new contributions are naturally absent in the Abelian case. For the bispectrum, we proved that they are potentially comparable and, in some case, even larger than the Abelian contributions. The same motivation leads us to study, in this paper, the trispectrum for the same kind of theories. In fact one of the reasons why the study of the trispectrum is important is that in most cases the three and four-point correlation functions are correlated to each other, being underlined by the same coupling constant.
Throughout the paper, we will employ the δN formula [56, 57, 58, 59] , in order to express the fluctuations in the e-folding number in terms of the fluctuations of all of the quantum fields on the initial temporal slice. In addition to that, the SchwingerKeldysh formalism [60, 61, 62] will be used for calculating the non-Abelian contributions.
The organization of the paper goes as follows: in Section 2 we introduce and briefly discuss the Lagrangian of the model; in Section 3 we list all the terms contributing to the trispectrum of the curvature perturbation, classifying them in three separate categories, scalar, vector and mixed (depending whether they originate from scalar, vector or both fields); in Section 4 we calculate the mixed terms; in Section 5 we are faced with the vector terms, particularly with the non-Abelian contributions from the gauge field trispectrum, represented by vector-exchange and point-interaction diagrams; in Section 6 we provide an estimate of the τ N L parameter; in Section 7 we study the shape of the trispectrum; in Section 8 we discuss how the anisotropic features modulate the trispectrum and show that the amplitude of the anisotropic part can be of the same order of magnitude as the isotropic one; in Section 9 we extend our calculations to models of gauge interactions where the kinetic term is multiplied by a function of time; in Section 10 we present our conclusions. The Appendices provide more details about some lengthy calculations and expressions shortened in the rest of the paper for the mixed contributions (Appendix A), for vector-exchange (Appendix B) and pointinteration diagrams (Appendix C).
The model
Several models have been proposed which include primordial vector fields. We want to consider a scenario of a scalar-field driven inflation, where the inflaton field coexists with an SU(2) gauge multiplet. The latter can play a non-negligible role in determining the amount of curvature perturbations through mechanisms that will be later discussed in the paper. A possible choice for the Lagrangian is 
where a and a † are creation and annihilation operators and the index λ runs over left, right and longitudinal polarizations. Depending on the functional form of f , on the value of the bare mass m 0 and of ξ, different models arise. In the special case f = 1, it was proven in [13] that, for a small gauge field mass m 0 ≪ H and choosing ξ = 1/6, the transverse components of the gauge field perturbations satisfy equations of motion similar to the one of a minimally coupled light scalar field which, therefore, has a an almost scale-invariant spectrum on large scales. In this case, the gauge fields acquire an effective mass M 2 ≡ m 2 0 −2H 2 (it is correct to use the approximation R ≃ −12H 2 during inflation). The reader can refer to Appendix A of [55] for all the details of the equations of motion for the background and for the gauge field perturbations and their solutions. On the other hand, the longitudinal wave function in this model has been shown to behave like a ghost, its kinetic energy being negative, and it is still debated whether or not it has a well-defined quantum field theory, also because it is governed by an equation of motion suffering from singularities. In spite of this, a regular solution was proposed in [46] . The physical validity of this model was questioned in [65, 66, 67, 68] . However these instabilities do not represent an issue in some models with a varying kinetic function where f (and eventually the effective mass) is instead not a constant [45, 63, 64] . In view of these different possibilities, we will employ for the longitudinal mode the parametrization in terms of the transverse mode δB || = n(x)δB T we introduced in [55] , motivated by the intent of keeping our calculations as general as possible, in spite of having to make a specific choice for the Lagrangian. Our calculations can indeed be easily specified for different models. We are going to first consider the Lagrangian with m 0 ≪ H and ξ = 1/6, keeping f = 1. In the last section of the paper, we show how to extend our calculations to f (t) models.
Trispectrum from δN formula
We want to calculate the trispectrum of the curvature perturbation
using the δN expansion. In the presence of primordial vector fields [46, 55] 
where N is the number of e-foldings between an initial time t * , which is often conveniently fixed at the horizon crossing era of the given wave number, and the final time t, labeling the slice of observation for ζ. The partial derivatives of N have been thus defined
and so on for higher order derivatives. Once Eq.(4) is plugged in Eq. (3), several terms will arise. It is convenient to collect them in three categories: (purely) scalar (S), mixed (M) and vector (V)
We anticipate here that T Calculations of the purely scalar contributions already exist in the literature, whereas the mixed and the vector terms have not been computed so far. We report here the tree-level result [27, 28] 
We defined
where, in single-field slow-roll inflation, to leading order we have: P φ = H 2 * /(2k 3 ) (H * being the Hubble parameter evalutated at horizon exit k = aH); from [12, 9] we learn the result
M being a function of the momenta moduli k i of dimension (mass) −6 ; finally from [26, 29] we have
whereM is a function of dimension (mass) −11 . The new contributions from vectors will be evaluated in the next sections.
Calculation of mixed contributions
We list the total (connected) T ζ contribution from the mixed (scalar-vector) terms
where we defined as usual
In Eq. (13), we avoided including terms that involve mixed scalar-vector bispectra, the reason being that in the chosen Lagrangian no direct coupling exists between scalar (inflaton) and vector degrees of freedom. Before proceeding with the calculations, one more remark should be made which will hold for the rest of the paper: the partial derivatives of the e-folding number w.r.t. the temporal components of the gauge fields will be set to zero, the reason being that the A a 0 are equal to zero (see Appendix A of [55] ). The power spectrum of the gauge fields was previously calculated in [55] and it reads
and
R,L,long indicating the eigenfunctions for the gauge fields. The total power spectrum of ζ then becomes [55] 
where
and the isotropic part of the power spectrum is
As to the vector modes bispectrum (in the last line of Eq. (13)), this was also introduced and computed in [55] using the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism (see Eq. (50) therein) and it turns out to be
We define x ≡ −kη, where
As a reminder, ( dx) αβγ indicates the time integral over the wavefunctions of the internal legs multiplied by the wavefunctions of the external legs of the diagrams, the indices α, β and γ runnig over longitudinal and transverse polarization states only. In the model we adopted, no violation of parity occurs, therefore P ab − = 0 and P ab + = P ab R . The next step is to calculate the time integrals in Eq (25) . It is well-known that, for the Lagrangian (1) with f = 1 and an effective mass M 2 = m 2 0 − 2H 2 ≃ −2H 2 the transverse mode behaves as a light scalar field during inflation [13] 
Throughout the paper, we find it convenient to adopt the parametrization introduced in [55] for the wavefunctions of the longitudinal mode in terms of the transverse mode, i.e.
where n is un unknown function of x ≡ −kη. Like in [55] , the choice of this parametrization is motivated by the convenience of a more general approach when handling longitudinal modes, in view of their still debated nature and of the possibility of making our analysis adaptable to more than one physical model. When performing the time integrals, we should remind ourselves that, for the kind of wavefunctions we are dealing with, the major contribution comes from the region of integration around the horizon H ≃ k/a [9] . Also, let us assume that n(x) is a smooth function: this is reasonable, based on requirement that the longitudinal mode asymptotically scales as the transverse mode at late times so as to produce a scale invariant spectrum. For example this happens in the models with the transverse mode given by (26) with m 0 ≃ 0 [13] , or in models with varying kinetic function and mass [63, 64] . § It then appears to be a good approximation evaluating n(x) at the horizon crossing time x * and taking it out of the integrals in Eq. (25) , which leads to
The letter 'E' is an abbreviation for 'even', whereas 'l' stands for 'longitudinal' and the definition of the functions A EEE , B EEE and C EEE can be found in Appendix C of [55] . The final expression for line 8 of Eq. (13) becomes
where the expressions of the anisotropy coefficients I In some vector field scenarios, the mixed scalar-vector derivatives N µ... φa... vanish, so Eq. (13) does not contribute to the trispectrum. This can certainly happen in those models where a direct coupling between scalar and vector fields is missing, but the latter condition is not sufficient for concluding that the mixed derivatives are null. As an example, it is useful to refer to [69] , which, among other things, includes an analytic study for the case of a set of slowly rolling fields with a separable quadratic potential. The number of e-folding is written as a sum of integrals over the different fields, to be evaluated between their values at an initial (generally set at around horizon crossing) and a final times. For each field, the value at the final time depends on the total field configuration at the initial time, so the mixed derivative of N can in principle be non-zero. Anyway, if the final time approaches the end of inflation, it is reasonable to assume that, by then, the fields have stabilized to their equilibrium value and no longer carry the memory of their evolution. If this happens, the sum of integrals which defines N becomes independent of the final field configuration and its mixed derivatives can therefore be shown to be zero. It turns out that we are allowed the same kind of analytic study, if we work with the Lagrangian in Eq. (1) and if we introduce some slow-roll assumptions for the vector fields (see [55] for details, in particular Appendix § The assumption that m 0 ≃ 0 is crucial if by "late time" we mean a epoch within the end of inflation and well-after horizon crossing, since in the opposite case, i.e. for non-negligible m 0 , the solution (26) for the transverse mode would no longer apply and it would become harder to produce a scale-invariant power spectrum.
A for a discussion about what these assumptions imply and Appendix B for the actual calculation of N and its derivatives).
Calculation of purely vector contributions
Let us now turn to the vector trispectrum contributions: they are quite similar to the scalar ones (Eq. (7))
The power spectra and the bispectrum appearing in Eq. (30) were provided in the previous section (Eqs. (16) and (25)). All we are left with is then calculating the trispectrum of the gauge fields, i.e. T abcd µνρσ in the first line of Eq. (30) . However, in the next pages, we are also going to rewrite the other lines of the expression above for completeness and for the computation of the non-Gaussianity parameter τ N L in Sec. 6. Like in [55] , the terms that are proportional to N a 0 will not be taken into account since A a 0 = 0 for all a = 1, 2, 3.
Abelian terms in T V ζ
They include the third and fourth lines of Eq. (30) . Let us rewrite them in such a way that their anisotropy coefficients are easily readable. Let us first introduce the following quantity (we use the same notation as in [55] )
. Using the equations above, the third and the fourth lines of (30) become (34) where the subscript A always stands for "Abelian" and N ijk f ed is the third derivative of N w.r.t. the vector fields. Notice that the anisotropy coefficients p ac and q ac become zero respectively for theories in which transverse and longitudinal modes evolve exactly in the same way and P ab − = 0. In the situation where the vectors N a are all aligned along a unique spatial direction, some more considerations can be made about the level of statistical anisotropy in Eq. (34) . In particular, for theories where q ab = 0 applies, T V ζ(A) isotropizes if the four wave vectors k i lie in a plane perpendicular to the direction of the gauge vectors; otherwise, for theories where p ab = 0, T V ζ(A) will appear isotropic when considering wave vectors parallel to the gauge vectors.
Non-Abelian terms in T V ζ
The non-Abelian contributions to T (32)), then the second line of (30) can be rewritten as
which is formally similar to Eq. (50) of [55] , with one of the N i a replaced byÑ i a . The result is therefore given by
where theĨ αβγ are provided in Appendix A after Eqs. (A.1)-(A.4). It is interesting to notice that, in those models where the longitudinal and the transverse modes have the same time-evolution (i.e. n(x) = 1) and parity is preserved (i.e. P ab − = 0), the contribution from Eq. (36) becomes isotropic
Another observation worth to be made is that theĨ αβγ become all equal to zero in the case where the three gauge vectors point in the same spatial direction. In order to prove this, one should employ, besides their definitions in (A.1)-(A.4), also the explicit expressions for the derivatives of N (which can be found in [46] or also in [55] and that will be used in Section 6 in the evaluation of τ N L ).
We are now left with one last term to be analysed, i.e. the first line of Eq. (30) . Like for the other non-Abelian contributions, this will be calculated using the SchwingerKeldysh formula where |Ω and |0 are the vacua respectively of the interaction and of the free theories. Both time-ordering, T , and anti-time-ordering operators,T , are needed to account for the fact that the quantity on the left-hand side is not a scattering amplitude between an initial and a final state, it is instead an expectation value of a given cosmological observable at a given time. The subscript I reminds the reader that we are working in interaction picture, so all the fields can be treated as free and thus expanded in terms of creation and annihilation operators in the usual way.
To leading order in the SU(2) coupling and in the perturbative expansion of the gauge fields, there are two types of diagrams, the vector-exchange and the point interaction diagrams (see Fig. 1 ), which arise respectively from third and fourth-order interactions in the Hamiltonian
Both of these contributions to T V ζ are expected to be of order ∼ g 2 c H 4 * .
Vector-exchange diagrams
Let us begin with the two vertex diagram. Using the language of Eq. (38) , it can be put in the form
where now H ≡ H 
In Fourier space we havẽ
R being equal to the product of the two eigenfunctions
. We remind the reader that in our model T odd ij = 0.
Eq. (41) can be rewritten as follows
For each one of the integrals listed above, due to the presence of both the fields and their spatial derivatives in H
int , there are three different sets of contractions of the external with the vertex field-operators: for the first set, the field-operators with derivatives in the vertices are both contracted with external fields; for the second one, only one of the two field-operators with derivatives contracts with an external field (the other contracts with another internal field); for the third set, the field-operators with derivatives contract with each other. A sample set of contractions of the first type is provided in the following equation
where the first fourΠs correspond to contractions between external and internal fields whereas the last one indicates the contraction between the two remaining internal fields. The a −4 factor comes from expressing the external (physical) fields in terms of the comoving ones. As a reminder, we define (2π
The expression in (45) can be rewritten as follows
where, again, the greek indices of the sum indicate either the transverse (E) or longitudinal (l) modes, the dη ′ dη ′′ stand for the integrals over the wave functions,
′ . They should be calculated for each one of the three different sets of contractions and for each permutation within the specific set. This is a straghtforward but rather lengthy and not particularly interesting calculation. A convenient way to proceed could be the following: we first compute the time integrals in order to find out which one among the combinations of longitudinal and transverse mode functions in the string [α, β, γ, δ, σ] provides the highest amplitude for the trispectrum (in order to be able to perform this comparison we work, as it is usually done when trying to quantify the amplitude of a three or of a four-point function, in the so called "equilateral configuration", which for the trispectrum means taking k 1 = k 2 = k 3 = k 4 = k1 2 = k1 4 ); for the combination with the highest amplitude, we then calculate the coefficients T αβγδσ ijkl for all the different sets of contractions and sum over all the permutations. Let us now perform our calculations. The wavefunctions we are going to adopt were introduced in Sec.4 (see Eqs. (26) and (27) 
where A, B, C, D, E, F , G, H, L, M, N and P are functions of x * and of the momenta moduli to be provided in Appendix B (Eqs. (B.1) through (B.9) ). Obviously the value of the integrals does not change when permuting its labels αβγδσ, besides having a different Notice that this procedure provides an approximate result, but it is certainly allowed since, when working in the equilateral configuration (as we do when we evaluate the amplitude of the trispectrum), it is easy to realize that the integrals dη and by the Levi-Civita coefficients.
power of the coefficient n(x * ) multiplying them. We need now to find out if there is one, among the integrals in Eqs. (47) through (52) , that has the largest amplitude, i.e. understand if something can be said about the order of magnitude of n(x * ). We could try to extrapolate some information about n(x * ) from what happens at very late times. In the models discussed in Ref. [13, 46] it turns out that the longitudinal mode is δB || = √ 2δB T . ¶If this is the correct asymptotic behaviour and we find it reasonable to extrapolate back until the horizon crossing epoch, it is then correct to conclude that in this case the amplitude is the largest for the integral among the ones listed in Eqs. (47) through (52) 
We adopted the following notation: 
It is possible to prove that, once the Levi-Civita coefficients and the sum over the permutations are taken into account, only the first set of contractions is left (see again Appendix A for detailed calculations). The final result after these cancellations can be written in the following form
All the possible permutations have been included in the previous equation and, as a reminder, the indices i, j, k, l are hidden in k ss ′ s ′′ s ′′′ on the right-hand side. We define
(from Eqs. (47)- (52)). The function II is defined from I by exchanging k 2 with k 3 and k1 2 with k1 3 ; similarly, III is defined from I by exchanging k 2 with k 4 and k1 2 with k1 4 , ¶ As another example, in models with varying kinetic function and mass [63, 64] , we have verified that n(x) ≫ 1 at late times and for a vector field that is light until the end of inflation.
so they are all functions of the horizon crossing time x * ≡ −kη * and of the moduli of the external momenta and of their sums. This amounts to seven independent variables, 
where the anisotropic term in the first permutation is
It can be interesting to rewrite ∆ I in terms of all its variables
The M I 's are 2 × 2 matrices whose entries are represented by the cosines of the angles between the wavevectors and the N a M i,j,a,b I ≡ cos θ ia cos θ ja cos θ ib cos θ jb .
i.e. cos θ ia ≡k i ·N a and so on. The two permutations in Eq. (58) can be written in a similar fashion with anisotropic coefficients
The number of angular variables is equal to 12. These are to be added to the six scalar variables from the isotropic part of (58) (k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 4 , k1 2 and k1 4 ) and to three parameters represented by the lengths of the vectors N a in ∆. Like in (36) , the anisotropy coefficients here become equal to zero in the event of an alignment of the gauge vectors along a unique direction. Notice that the isotropization we found out to occur in the n(x) = 1 case for the trispectrum contribution in Eq. (36) (and that will be as well proven for the contact interaction in the next subsection), does not hold for the vector-exchange diagram. In fact, even without having to calculate the T αβγδσ ijkl coefficients explicitly, it is easy to verify that, summing all of them up, we are left with a term proportional to ǫ
, plus its permutations. The anisotropy therefore survives because of the presence of spatial derivatives in the interaction Hamiltonian that are contracted with the external field operators.
Point-interaction diagrams
Let us now move to the one-vertex diagrams
Let us list the coefficients T 
When evaluating the integrals ( dx) αβγδ , we use again the wavefunctions previously introduced in Eqs. (27) and (26) . The final result is
where Q EEEE , A EEEE , B EEEE , C EEEE , D EEEE , E EEEE and F EEEE are functions of x * and of the momenta k i ≡ | k i |, ci and si stand respectively for the CosIntegral and the SinIntegral functions. The expressions of these functions can be found in Appendix C. It is again important noticing that the anisotropy coefficients become zero if the gauge fields are all aligned. Finally, summing up the coefficients in Eqs. (63) through (63), one realizes that if the longitudinal and the transverse mode evolve in the same way, the total contribution from the point-interaction diagram is isotropic
Calculation of τ N L
The non-Gaussianity of a given theory of inflation and cosmological perturbations can be studied by looking at the expression of the two well-known parameters f N L and τ N L .
The parameter τ N L is defined from the trispectrum normalized with the isotropic part of the ζ power spectrum
where P iso was provided in Eq. (24), and we recall that k1 4 ≡ k 1 + k 4 . The total τ N L will then in general be a function the vectors k i , i = 1, ..., 4 and can be written as the sum of scalar and vector contributions (we remind the reader that we are working under the conditions that the mixed contributions are equal to zero)
More explicitly, we have
where we counted, both for the scalar and the vector parts, four different contributions which can be read from lines 1 through 4 of the right-hand sides of both Eqs. (7) and (30) . Notice that τ 
where we define β ≡ (N A /N φ ) 2 . The vector contributions are included in the Table 1 for the general case (without specifying the explicit expressions for the derivatives N A and N AA ), in vector inflation and in the vector curvaton model. The previous expressions were derived using
. Numerical coefficients of order one in the amplitudes were not reported. The 10
N L is entirely due to the vector-exchange contribution, which turns out to have an amplitude that is several orders of magnitude larger than the one of the point-interaction term. For the derivatives of N w.r.t. the vector fields, the results of [46, 55] were employed, which we schematically (neglecting all indices) report below
in vector inflation, and
for the vector curvaton model, where r ≡ (3ρ A ) (3ρ A + 4ρ φ ) (ρ A and ρ φ indicating respectively the energy densities of vector fields and inflaton at the epoch of the curvaton decay). Here what we call "vector inflation" is a regular scalar-field-driven inflation occurring in the presence of vector fields whose contribution to the total universe energy density is assumed to be subdominant w.r.t. the inflaton energy density in such a way that the expansion remains approximately (and within experimental bounds) isotropic. The vector curvaton model, proposed in [13] for the first time, is similar to the classic curvaton mechanism [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] , except for vector fields, rather than scalars, playing the role of the curvaton field.
The parameters β, ǫ, g c and r appearing in the previous expressions are all assumed to be smaller than unity. Concerning β, it is well-known in the U(1) case that it has to be kept small in order to prevent too much anisotropy from affecting the power spectrum (see [54] where data analysis is provided in this sense; this is also discussed in [46] ); no data analysis has up to now been performed considering more than one preferred spatial direction, so, unless all the gauge vectors are about aligned with one another, the upper bound on β is not known. It sounds nevertheless safe and reasonable to assume that this quantity is quite small also for a generic orientation of the vector fields in our SU(2) model. The parameters ǫ and g c are obviously supposed to be small respectively for ensuring slow-roll of the inflaton field and allowing perturbation theory to hold. Finally, in the curvaton model, r has to remain small at least until the end of inflation for an almost isotropic exponential expansion to occur. The ratio m P /H is of order 10 5 (assuming ǫ ≃ 10 −1 and from the observed power spectrum of fluctuations); as to the other ratios A/H and m P /A appearing in Table 1 , their value is not strictly constrained. In fact, if on one hand it is reasonable to assume that the expectation value of the background gauge fields does not exceed the Planck mass, in principle no constraint can be put on A/H, which can generically be a very large number, even though specific gauge field configurations exist where it is of order one. An example of such configurations is the one where all the gauge fields have the same magnitude and are not approximately aligned (see Section 6 and Appendix A of [55] for a complete discussion). To conclude our observations on Table 1 , we can say that τ N L are certainly very small in vector inflation whereas there is room for them to be large in vector curvaton.
A comparison between scalar and vector contributions can be done by looking at the expressions reported in Table 2 . Again, one can conclude that the vector contribution being dominant or subdominant compared to the scalar one very much depends on the parameter space region we want to consider (similarly to the disussion above and recalling that the contribution from the scalar field fluctuations in slow-roll inflation is at most of order ǫ). It is possible to observe that f N L , as calculated in [55] (see Table 1 therein), and τ V N L depend on the same set of parameters (especially if the non-Abelian contribution to the bispectrum non-linearity parameter, i.e. f N A N L , is taken into account); this can be interesting for different reasons: for example, in the event that the bispectrum and the trispectrum were independently known, we could then attempt to restrict the extent of the parameter space of the underlying theory; also, it is evident from Table 3 that there is enough room in the parameter space of the models we considered for τ N L to be large in spite of a small unobservable f N L . 
Profile of the trispectrum
The shape of a correlation function such as the bispectrum or the trispectrum is in general very peculiar to the specific model or class of models under investigation, this is why it is important to be able to carefully analyse these profiles and to find distinctive features that can make them easily recognizable. As to the bispectrum and for theories where it is isotropic, this task is fairly simple given the small number of parameters it depends on (i.e. the external momenta moduli k 1 , k 2 and k 3 ). In theories where it is anisotropic, the bispectrum profile becomes harder to analyse: the number of free parameters notably increases with the addition of the angles defining the existing preferred spatial directions. We provided an example of this in [55] , where we proceeded by first analyzing the isotropic part of the bispectrum in order to identify the preferred momentum configuration and then, in that specific configuration, by studying the effect of the anisotropic part on amplitudes and profiles. Producing a plot of the complete shape was not possible though, unless narrowing the number of angular variables down, by being more specific about the spatial orientation of the N a vector w.r.t. the k i . For the trispectrum, the situation is already complicated at the isotropic level. In fact, even in this case, the total number of parameters is too large for straighforwardly generating a final plot. It is then necessary to restrict the total number of parameters with the help of some assumptions about the relative spatial orientation or about the moduli of the wave vectors. A list of possible configurations for the tetrahedron made up by the four wave vectors, was provided in [34] , where the trispectrum is calculated for a general Lagrangian in single-field inflation.
We are going to proceed in a similar fashion and, in analogy with what was done for the bispectrum [55] : we analyse the isotropic part first and, in the next section, we plot the anisotropic coefficients in a sample momentum configuration. The main purpose is to provide a hint of how the existence of preferred spatial directions is responsible for modulating the amplitude of the trispectrum, given a particular momentum dependence. Our study of the profile by no means intends to be exhaustive, in fact we are going to consider only two of the many possible tetrahedron categories (the so called "equilateral" and "specialized planar"); also, we will not plot all of the contributions to the trispectrum we analysed in this paper, but only focus on the contributions to the vector-field trispectrum, arising from vector-exchange and contact-interaction diagrams. We leave the task of working out a more systematic and complete shape analysis for future work.
Equilateral configuration
It is defined by setting all of the momenta moduli equal to each other (k 1 = k 2 = k 3 = k 4 ). The variables of the plot can be chosen as x ≡ k1 2 /k 1 and y ≡ k1 4 /k 1 , which vary in the interval [0, 2], with k1 3 /k 1 = √ 4 − x 2 − y 2 . The plots of the isotropic parts of three vector-exchange (from Eq. (58) and its permutations) and of the point-interation contributions to the trispectrum in the equilateral case are provided in Fig. 2 . The contact-interaction plot is, as expected, flat on the whole integration domain, since it does not depend on k1 2 and k1 4 .This behaviour is very similar to the one of what was defined in [34] as T loc2 , i.e. the local trispetrum term that is proportional to the parameter g N L of local cubic non-linearities. The vector-exchange diagrams instead, diverge as k
as (k1 i /k 1 ) → 0 (limit in which the tetrahedron becomes flat), i = 1, 2, 3 respectively for (v.e.I), (v.e.II) and (v.e.III). This behaviour is similar to what was defined in [34] as T loc1 , i.e. the local trispetrum term that is proportional ot f 2 N L . For the vector-exchange plots it is possible to check that the amplitudes run from a very large (∼ 4×10 6 ) and negative number at x, y, z ≃ 1 respectively for (v.e.I, II, III), to a very large (of the same order) and positive number when x, y and z approach 2 (we define z ≡ k1 3 /k 1 ). This behaviour can be understood by looking at the analytic expressions which are characterized, on one hand, by a very smooth power law x dependence (that is also responsible for the sign change when moving in the interval x = 1 to x = 2), on the other hand by very large numerical coefficients. We can then conclude that the shapes of point-interaction and vector-exchange diagrams in the equilateral configuration are completely different.
Specialized planar configuration
This is the case defined by k 1 = k 3 = k1 4 and by requiring the tetrahedron to become flattened. The expressions for k1 2 and k1 3 are then given by
where x ≡ k 2 /k 1 and y ≡ k 3 /k 1 and varying between 0 and 2. The plus and minus signs in Eqs. (93) and (94) indicate a double degeneracy in the structure of the quadrangle to be expected in the specialized planar case: the plus sign corresponds to a quadrangle with internal angles > π, the minus sign to ≤ π [34] . The treatment of this case deserves some attention in the sense that, while in [34] the plus and minus cases are perfectly equivalent given the symmetry of the trispectrum w.r.t. the exchange of any pair of its k i (i = 1, ..., 4) with each other, this symmetry does not a priori hold in our model because of its anisotropy. The two cases will therefore be considered separately in Figs.3 and 4. Let us begin with the contact interaction diagram. This is independent of k1 2 and k1 3 , it has therefore the same expression for both plus and minus sign cases. The graph diverges in the limit x → 0 as x −2 and similarly for y (the expression is symmetric in x and y) and it is roughly flat in the remaining part of the domain. As to the vector-exchange plots, the situation is very similar. In the plus sign case, the diagram (v.e.I) diverges as x −3 and y −3 respectively as x → 0 and y → 0 and is flat for the rest of the domain. The diagram (v.e.II) shows similar divergences in the limit x → 0 and y → 0. As to (v.e.III), besides for the regions x → 0 and y → 0, it also blows up for x → y. This last divergence is due to the fact that (v.eIII) goes like k and, when x = y, k1 3 = 0. In conclusion, for this configuration, we can say that the contact-interaction together with the vector-exchange (I) and (II) graphs have similar features in terms of divergences and plateau locations. The graph (III) has additional divergences for x ∼ y, a feature in common with the local trispectra T loc1 [34] . Let us now come to the last set of graphs: specialized planar configuration with minus sign for the vector-exchange diagram (Fig. 4) . First of all, we can notice that, while for v.e.(I) and v.e.(III) the plus and minus specialized planar cases are different, they conincide for v.e.(II), being this independent of k1 2 and k1 3 . As to v.e.(I), it is singular for x = 0 and y = 0 (the asymptotic behavious is in fact given by ∼ x −3 and y −3 respectively as x → 0 and y → 0). The plot shows additional singularities in the central region of the plot due to k1 2 → 0. As to v.e.(II), it has singularities for x → 0 (∼ x −3 ), y → 0 (∼ y −3 ) and (x, y) → (2, 2) (∼ (x − 2) −3/2 and ∼ (y − 2) −3/2 ).
Features and typical level of anisotropy in the trispectrum
Let us now consider the complete expression for the trispectrum, i.e. let us include its anisotropy coefficients. Again, we will focus on the non-Abelian trispectrum contributions and, in particular, on the vector-exchange one, given that, in general, its amplitude turns out to be several orders of magnitude larger than the one of the contact-interaction diagram. In order to discuss an example and provide a plot of the anisotropic part of the trispectrum, it is convenient to pick a well-defined configuration reducing the total number of variables to some ≤ 2 number. One possible choice is to consider the case where the tetrahedron is flat and the wave vectors form a rectangle. We need to partially fix the orientation of the vectors N a w.r.t. the wave vectors. Let us pick the following sample configuration
In addition to that, let us assume that all the N a have the same magnitude N A . In this configuration, we have
therefore the the expression in Eq. (58) becomes
where the expression in brackets includes an isotropic term (which is rotationally invariant)
Fig. 5 plots the trispectrum contribution in Eq. (97) normalized to its isotropic part. It shows that the trispectrum gets modulated by the preferred directions that break statistical isotropy. The trispectrum amplitude τ N L was calculated in the equilateral configuration in Section 6 (without taking into account the angles between the wavevectors and the N vectors). The amplitude is actually modulated by the anisotropy coefficients, as the previous example shows. Notice that in general the bispectrum and trispectrum can be expressed as the sum of an isotropic plus an anisotropic parts. This was for instance done in [45] for the f N L parameter in the U(1) case. For our case, the purely isotropic parts of the trispectrum are included in the last two lines of Eqs. (30), as far as the Abelian part is concerned, and are given by Eqs. (37) and (84), for the non-Abelian terms. The level of the anisotropic and isotropic parts can be read from Tables 1 and 2 . In particular τ
NL ,τ
NL and τ
NL give the order of magnitude for the level of the corresponding isotropic and anisotropic contributions, showing that the two are comparable; on the other hand τ
NL quantifies only a pure anisotropic contribution, and it turns out that it can be dominant w.r.t. the isotropic part of the full trispectrum.
Trispectrum for f (τ ) models of gauge interactions
As anticipated in Section 2, we will now show that it is quite straightforward to extend the calculations we performed for f = 1 to cases where f is not a constant. One interesting model is the one studied in [35] and also recently discussed in [45] , where the field is effectively massless (m 0 = ξ = 0) so the action (1) for the gauge field becomes
where again F 
If f = f 0 a α , with α equal either to 1 or −2 (f 0 is a constant), it is possible to prove [45] that the equation of motion for δÃ a λ is the same as the one for δB T , where by δB T we mean the transverse mode function in Eq. (26) . This is equivalent to saying that, under the assumption α = 1, −2, the physical gauge fields are governed by the same equation of motion as a light scalar field in a de Sitter space and so they generate a scale invariant power spectrum. We are going to sketch the calculation of the trispectrum in this theory. The general expressions in Eq. (30) obviously still hold as well as the compact structure of the Abelian terms, Eq. (34), except that the power spectrum in Eq. (16) reduces to
having gauged the longitudinal modes away. Let us now have a look at the non-Abelian part and see how Eqs. (36), (46) and (62) change when we switch to massless f (τ ) Lagrangians. First of all, we need to set n(x * ) = 0. The interaction Hamiltonian to third and fourth order are the same as in Eqs. (39) and (40), except for an extra f 2 (τ ) factor. The anisotropy coefficientsĨ EEE , T
EEEEE ijkl
and T
EEEE mnop
that survive after setting the longitudinal mode to zero do not change. On the other hand, the wavefunctions for the gauge fields are now given by δB = δÃ/f = δB T /f 0 a α . The new trispectrum therefore differs because of extra scale factors inside and outside the time integrals, which in general imply a different power of H * in the final results and a different momentum dependence in the isotropic part of the expressions. The three non-Abelian vector contributions in the f = 1 case can be schematically written as follows
respectively from Eqs. (36), (46) and (62), where 
Using a = (−Hη) −1 in the previous equations, we get
Let us now consider more in details the α = −2 case for contact-interaction and vector-exchange contributions. The expressions for the anisotropy coefficients are respectively given by
and by Eq. Figs. 2, 3 and 4 , it is evident that they have very similar shapes. On the other hand, when we consider the isotropic functions associated with terms that are not present in the f = 1 case, several differences arise in the plots; we provide a sample in Figs. 6, 7 and 8 with the "v.e.(new)" plots, which represent isotropic functions associated with the k 1144 , k 2244 , k 1133 and k 2233 terms in the second line of Eq. (111). We verified that similar observations can be made concerning the shapes of the contact-interaction contributions.
Overview and conclusions
We have calculated the trispectrum of curvature perturbation in an SU(2) model of gauge bosons coupled to gravity during inflation, where the latter is driven by a slowlyrolling scalar field, Eq.(1). The δN formalism has been employed to relate the curvature perturbations to the perturbations of all the primordial fields.
The trispectrum is made up of contributions due both to the scalar, Eq. (7), and to the gauge fields, Eq. (30). The latter can be distinguished in "Abelian", i.e. retrievable in the Abelian limit of the theory, Eq. (34), and "non-Abelian", i.e. specific to our model, Eqs. (36), (58) and (62) . It is worth to point out that as a by-product of our results, the trispectrum in the pure Abelian case has also been computed for the first time. All of the vector field contributions can be written as the product of an isotropic function of the momenta moduli (k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 4 , k1 2 and k1 4 ) and of the time labeling the initial hypersurface η * , times anisotropy coefficients that depend on the angles defining the direction of the gauge fields w.r.t. each other and to the wave vectors. The non-Abelian contribution, calculated using the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism, is made up of a term that is proportional to the bispectrum of the gauge fields, Eqs. (36) , and terms that originate from the trispectrum of the gauge fields, Eqs. (58) and (62) . The latter can be diagrammatically represented by two categories, depending on the specific interaction Hamiltonian term involved: vector-exchange and contact-interaction. They present a similar analytic expression in terms of powers of the SU(2) coupling constant and of the Hubble parameter H * , they are though very different in terms of their anisotropy coefficients and of their momentum dependence.
We have verified that, in the case where the longitudinal and the trasverse components of the wave vectors have exactly the same evolution and the model does not violate parity, the trispectrum becomes isotropic in all its contributions, except for the vector-exchange one. We also showed that the non-Abelian part of the trispectrum vanishes in the case where all the gauge fields are aligned along a unique spatial direction.
We have studied the amplitude τ N L of the trispectrum. We neglected all the gauge and vector indices (Table 1) , in order to provide an approximate evaluation of τ N L in terms of the parameters of the theory. We showed that the impact of these parameters on suppressing or enhancing the amplitude of the trispectrum very much depends on the specific subset we decide to pick in their parameter space (it depends also on the choice of a specific gauge field configuration, i.e. on the magnitude of their initial value and their spatial orientation). We also noticed that, when comparing the contact-interaction and the vector-exchange contributions (which present a similar parametric dependence from the SU(2) coupling g c and from the Hubble parameter H * ), the latter are generally several order of magnitude larger than the former. This is of course true unless we are in a configuration for which the anisotropy coefficients somehow reverse this situation ending up by suppressing the vector-exchange contribution.
We finally carried out some shape analysis, focusing on the contribution due to the trispectrum of the gauge fields. As specified above, each contribution to the trispectrum is written as the product of a term that is invariant under rotations of the tetrahedron times some anisotropy coefficients. The study of the shape was performed in two steps: first the rotationally invariant part was analysed for two distinct momentum configurations, the equilateral and the so called specialized planar configurations, Figs. 2, 3 and 4, then the anisotropic coefficients were evaluated in a sample angular configurations, Fig. 5 . For the equilateral case we found many similarities between all our plots and the shape of a local trispectrum, whereas, for the specialized planar case, our plots turn out to be easily distinguishable from the local plots except for one of the vector-exchange graphs (v.e.III). Also, the plots for point-interaction and vector-exchange have some common features in the specialized planar configuration whereas they turn out to be completely different in the equilateral case. In Fig. 5 we showed how the amplitude of the trispectrum is modulated by the presence of the anisotropy coefficients. We also verified that the amplitudes of the anisotropic and isotropic parts of the trispectrum can be of the same order of magnitude. This last analysis was not meant to be exhaustive but merely provide the reader with an idea of how the shapes can be studied and how anisotropy can leave a strong imprint on them.
Studying the generalization of our calculations to other gauge symmetries is an interesting possibility and it would translate into different results w.r.t. the SU(2) case. In general, the expression of the interaction Hamiltonian would change and therefore the bispectrum and the trispectrum of the vector bosons are expected to be different. Consider for example a generic SU(N) group, with N > 2; one realizes that, since the number of vector bosons is equal to the number of generators of the group, the number of preferred spatial directions would increase as we go to higher N. This is an important feature that allows to distinguish among different symmetry groups.
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Appendix A. Anisotropy coefficients for the trispectrum mixed contributions
We list the coefficients appearing in Eq. (29)
+ (2 ↔ 1) + (3 ↔ 2) , (A.1) 
